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1. Introduction
Recently in the world, age estimation is widely studied. Especially, when we use face
images, subject's resistance and psychological loads of the age estimation method are
smaller than the method by using any other method by using the non-face image. Because
faces are always opened to the society compared with other bodily features. Thus, the age
estimation method by face image and appearance information is actively researched. By the
way, sight information that faces, hairstyle, clothes, and appearance appears the feature of
the age and the gender. Especially, face information is thought to be the most much feature
information of the age. Because, human see the face and estimate the age when they
communicate with somebody else. Therefore, many of the age estimation method by face
image is studied [1-10].
In the study on a physical shape change of the face from the age, todd show that contour of
skull are approximated by cardioid transform (Todd, Mark). On the other hand, age
estimation by computer are performed. Kanno shows that the man was identified by the
neural network for four ages (12 years, 15years, 18 years, and 22 years). Y.H.Kwon is
reported that the theory has only been implemented to classify input images into one of
three age-groups: babies, young adults, and senior adults. The computations are based on
cranio-facial development theory and skin wrinkle analysis. Burt studied the age perception
that uses the averaged face from 25 to 60 years. Especially, he used texture and shape. Ueki
are reported that the age-group classification by the dimension compression.
However, there are some problems in these techniques. It has only the characteristic of
roughly classifying the person. Thus, it was assumed that the reliability of the recognition
accuracy was a doubt. Because there were possibilities to be classified into a different class
in 19 and 20 years old. However, 20 and 29 years old were classified into the same class. In
this case, the age is very far from 20 and 29 years old. Therefore, it is necessary to be
classified into a different category. Furthermore, it is necessary to classify the same category
19 years old and 20 years old. Actually, it is very difficult to classify as mentioned above.
This difference is important problem in the age estimation. Furthermore, in the method of
extracting a lot of characteristics, it is difficult to extract these accurately. Then, in this paper,
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we propose age estimation every age by using the overall feature of the face. There are few
studies for age generation but there is no study to investigate the every age for person.
Moreover, feature data for age estimation is the normalized based on the both eyes.
Furthermore, we want to analyze what features of the face decide the apparent age.
Therefore, we pay attention to the mechanism of the human perception. The main
motivation, in this study is to obtain the feature for age and apparent age. The second
motivation is to classify the every age like human skill automatically by the proposed
method.
First of all, the apparent age based on person's subjectivity in the face image is given. Next,
the apparent age is estimated by the computer simulation. The estimation method used
supervised self organized map (SOM). It delimits from 15 to 64 years old, and we create an
age estimation map of one dimension. Thus, the continuous estimation is possible. The
problem by clustering at the age can be solved by estimating in one of every age. Moreover,
the feature data that becomes important for the age estimation is extracted by the genetic
algorithm (GA). The individual feature that the person has and the feature at the age are
extracted by using genetic algorithm for the image that does fast Fourier transform (FFT). To
compare all face images as much as possible on the same condition, we propose an original
normalized technique of the face image. The rotation angle is corrected to the inclination of
the face in normalization. An area necessary for recognition is extracted and to compare it
on the same scale, a centre part of the face is cut out. Thus, the background part that is
unnecessary information can be reduced. Furthermore, information thought to be related to
age excluding face information like the hairstyle and clothes, etc. can be reduced. Finally, it
is thought that the age estimation limited to face information can be done.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we show the computer
simulation based on the real data.
Size

640×480 [pix.]
24 bit color

Gender
Age

150 images for each

Emotion

neutral

30 images per 5 years old

Table 1. The detail of the face image database

Fig. 1. Example of original images
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2. Preprocessing
To compare faces, we need face normalization and apparent age database creation.
2.1 Face image database
The face database is provided from Human and Object Interaction Processing (HOIP)
organization in JAPAN [11]. These subjects are the people with a wide age group that
doesn’t sport a pair of glasses. The background and proof were made the same condition for
all subjects. Subject was directed to make the lens of the camera see, and it took a picture
with that look of natural (Table 1). Fig.1 shows the example of the original image. 252 people
who gave the preprocessing beforehand are used as subject. In this paper, the face database
has obtained the use permission from corporation SOFTOPIA JAPAN. It is prohibited to
copy, to use, and to distribute without the authorization of the right holder.

Fig. 2. The outline of the normalization method
2.2 Normalization
It is necessary to normalize the face image to the age estimation. The normalization method
of face image in the paper is shown. The face image is normalized based on both eyes. The
reason for having used the eye for normalization of face image is as follows. The first, eyes
are having been easy to perform the normalization about a rotation and a size, compared
with other features of face. Next, many researches of extracting the region of an eye are
proposed [12], [13]. Therefore, to use eye for normalization of face image is efficient.
First of all, an original image (640 × 480 pixels, 24bit color) is changed into 8bit into the gray
scale image, and median filter is performed in order to remove the noise.Next, center
positions of both eye s are extracted. Then, the line segment joining both eyes is rotated so
that it matches the horizontal line. Furthermore, the distance between both eyes is made 80
pixels by scale change (Fig.2). Moreover, in order to diminish influence of hair and clothes,
an image is cut out. That is, letting the midpoint of the segment joining both eyes be a
standard point, the region spreads by 180 pixels (by 90 pixels in right and left direction,
respectively) in horizontal direction, and by 225pixels (by 45pixels in the upper part and by
180 pixels in the lower part) in the vertical direction. Finally, the image in a center part of the
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face like Fig.3 (180 × 225pixels) is obtained by this processing. Furthermore, in this paper, we
make low-resolution images like Fig.4 (12 × 15pixels).

Fig. 3. Normalization of the face images

Fig. 4. Low-resolution images
2.3 Apparent age database
In this paper, the apparent age was given by doing the questionnaire survey to 38 subjects. It
was thought that the objectivity of the apparent age to which the person evaluated the
subjectivity went up by giving the questionnaire survey a lot of subjects. Moreover, the error
margin of age estimation for each age can be reduced by having elected various generations
and gender questionnaire subjects.
As the questionnaire method, the subject sees the face image after normalization, and the
apparent age is given. The face image prepares the one arranged at random, and the subject
estimate the age from the edge by intuition sequentially. Fig. 5 represents a actual
questionnaire. When the age that obviously outlier was given compared with the age that
many other subjects gave the apparent age, it excluded it from the object of the apparent age
as a outlier. The apparent age was assumed to be a mean value of the age that the subject
had given except outlier. In proposed method, this age is adopted for the teacher data as
apparent age.
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2.4 Feature data extraction
In this paper, we think that the shape of the face and information on wrinkle are important
for the age characteristic. Then, the feature at the age is extracted by the FFT (Fig.6). In this
paper, spectrum data was used for a feature data. However, unnecessary data for age
estimation are included in the all spectrum. Then we select the feature data for the age
estimation by using the GA (see 3.1).

Fig. 5. Actual questionnaire
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3. Age estimation system and feature data selection
Feature data by spectrum after the FFT are left a lot of feature data. However, this data has
not important data for age estimation. Then, it is necessary to select the feature data.
Therefore, we use the GA for feature selection in the proposed method. An age estimation
system that used little feature data was developed to the combination of an age estimation
system by the supervised SOM. The feature data selection by the GA and an age estimation
system by the supervised SOM are described in as following processing.
3.1 Feature data extraction
Age feature are appear in skin texture. Then, the feature data is extracted by Fourier
transform.
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an algorithm that technologically imitates the process of the
evolution of the living thing. This is widely used as one of the optimization techniques. In
this paper, the recognition error margin of the age estimation system by the supervised
SOM was used in the fitness function of the GA. Then, the combination of the frequency
band regions where the recognition error margin as decreases as possible is selected by the
GA.
In this paper, the following fitness function was used. error is the age error margin by the
supervised SOM, and errormax is the maximum age error margin. The maximum age error
margin was determined by the experience to 20.
Fitness = 1 −

error
error max

Using this fitness function, the feature data to obtain high recognition accuracy can be
selected. Moreover, Table 2 shows the parameter of genetic algorithm used by proposed
method.
The parameter of the genetic algorithm was decided in consideration of the calculation cost.
In this paper, we used a roulette rule about the individual selection. Moreover, we used a
uniform crossover method, and we used a elite strategy.

Fig. 6. Feature data extraction by FFT
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Individuals

20

Generations

1000

Crossover method

Uniform crossover

Crossover rate

0.8

Mutation rate

0.02

Chromosomes

Decide by the GA

Table 2. Parameter of the GA

Fig. 7. Supervised SOM
Learning number

10000

Category

50

Input number

Decide by the GA

Table 3. Parameter of the supervised SOM
3.2 Feature data selection
Frequency feature has not only age feature. To extract age feature, feature data selection is
necessary. Genetic algorithm (GA) is used for feature data selection.
The supervised self organized map (SOM) is one of the neural net works which have two
layers. The network is a combination of an input layer and a rival layer of the processing
unit. Furthermore, it is trained in study with the teacher. In this paper, the one dimension
supervised SOM is designed to the age estimation (Fig.7). The age is continuously identified
by the supervised SOM. The feature data for the age estimation was obtained from genetic
algorithm, and is trained by supervised SOM. In this proposed method, the average of the
error margin of the teacher data and the output result is assumed to be an age estimation
error margin. Moreover, the parameter in the supervised SOM is shown in Table 3. These
parameters were obtained from empirically as well as the parameter of the GA. To identify
it from 15 to 64 years old continuously at intervals of one year old, the number of neurons of
rival layers was assumed to be 50 pieces.
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3.3 Age estimation
To estimate continuous age, we use the self organizing map (SOM). Moreover, proposed
method is supervised SOM that is one of neural net works which have two layers.

4. Computer simulations
In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we show the simulation
examples.
In this paper, only 50 men estimated the age.
Furthermore, we examined the low-resolution images.
Here, the recognition accuracy was calculated by the cross-validation method.
Table 1 shows the age error margin when we use the extracted feature data by the genetic
algorithm.
Moreover, age error margin by human's age perception ability is shown at same time.
From this result, the age estimation by few data is thought to be high recognition accuracy.
Moreover, the age error margin closes to human beings.
All feature
Selected feature
Human beings

9.96 years old
6.8 years old
4.94 years old

Table 1. Age error margin
Then, Table 5 shows number of feature data, and the Fig.8 shows the extracted feature point.
The data chosen from the symmetry of data becomes below the half. The inside data is low
frequency, and the outside data is high frequency. Therefore, both frequencies were chosen
to be feature data. In addition, unnecessary data are reduced by the GA about 83%.
Moreover, Fig.9 shows the result of inversed FFT by using extracted data. This image shows
the possibility that can be estimate the age by blur image. In conclusion, it is thought that
the human’s atmosphere and shape of face is important in human’s age perception, and it
can be said that the age estimation by using low resolution image.
Next, we surveyed the weight of supervised SOM after learning. Fig.10 shows that the
weight of the supervised SOM. X-axis indicates that the rival layer number, and that means
the age. Small number suggest that the young people, and large number indicate that the
old person. In addition, Y-axis indicate that the value of weight, and Z-axis suggest that the
node number. It is considered to be this figure has that some rules. First, the weight value
was decreased in the sixth node numbers by increased age. Furthermore, the weight value
was increased in the 12th node numbers by increased age. Similarly, the weight value was
increased in the 20th node numbers. From this result, it is considered that human’s feature
changes continuously along with increased age. Indeed, we surveyed the actual spectrum
data. Fig.11 indicates three men’s spectrum data (apparent age: 21 years, 39 years, and 55
years). In the sixth node numbers, the largest weight value was a 21 years man, and next
large weight value was a 39 years man. Furthermore, in the 12th and 20th node numbers, the
largest weight value was a 55 years man and next large weight value was 39 years man.
These results were the same as the weight of supervised SOM. Therefore, it can be said that
the hypothesis that human’s feature changes continuously along with increased age is
correct even by actual data.
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However, some subjects that have large age error margin exist. In this case, they have
difference spectrum data compared with weight of supervised SOM. The reason is
considered that the normalized image have unnecessary information for the age estimation,
for example, clothes, hair, and so on.
12 ×15 pixels
Use all data

9.96

Use extracted data

6.8

Human’s age perception

4.94

Table 4. Age error margin

12 ×15 pixels
Use all data

256

Use extracted data

44

Table 5. Number of feature data

Fig. 8. Extracted feature data
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Fig. 9. The result of inversed FFT
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Fig. 10. Weight of the supervised SOM
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Fig. 11. Spectrum data

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new age estimation system by the GA and the supervised
SOM.
Then, the age is estimated continuously by the supervised SOM.
The GA is used for the feature selection based on the human sense.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we show the simulation examples.
From this result, unnecessary data are drastically reduced by the GA and recognition
accuracy that closes to human beings.
Furthermore, the recognition accuracy by the low-resolution images has higher accuracy
than the normalized images.
Indeed, it is difficult for the computer to get the same perception as human.
However, in this paper, not to mention complete, we unlimitedly achieved.
It is thought that this approached the research for the computer to have man's sense again
by one.
Finally, this research is a one to make the computer judge the sense that man judges
externals (human's perceptions).
It is thought it is possible in the near future though this is difficult.
From these results, we can get the relatively good results from the view point of the few
data recognition and were able to obtain a result almost similar to human's perception.
Therefore, it was confirmed that the proposed method works well.
In the future works, we analyze the cause of the misidentification knowledge that exists
now, and we improve the recognition accuracy of an age estimation system.
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Moreover, we search for optimal image size because of the high frequency has been
extracted in the low resolution image.
Furthermore, we thought the hypothesis that human's feature changes continuously along
with increased age.
Therefore, we'll propose the statistical estimation method.
In addition, we'll increase the number of subject, and we'll survey the women subjects.
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